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Climate change is on many people's minds. But 

what is it? What does it mean for the environment? 

What impact does it have on your health? 

Those are some of the questions that Healthy Owl 

Times reporters will explore this year through our 

theme, Caring for Our Earth and Ourselves. For 

starters, let's define what climate means.  Climate is 

“the weather found in a certain place over a long pe-
riod of time,” says kids.britannica.com.  

The climate is always naturally changing but 

some things that humans do are causing the change 

to happen more quickly. Look for ideas in the Healthy 

Owl Times that will help you make small changes 

that can help keep you and the Earth healthy.  

Send your ideas, reflections, artwork, or letters to 

Ms. Kelly, the newspaper’s fifth-grade faculty         

advisor. And maybe we’ll print it in our next issue! 

Teachers explain why they bike 
Choosing to bike instead of drive has a positive 

impact on climate change. 

Cars release gases like carbon dioxide that are 

harmful to the atmosphere, according to    environ-

mental experts. Bikes don’t release those gases, 
which helps the Earth and people stay healthier. 

Fifth-grade Healthy Owl reporters interviewed 

Ms. Anna McCarthy, Inquiry music teacher, and Mr. 

Aaron Pappalardo, a Inquiry building substitute, 

about why they ride bikes. Both teachers said they 

enjoy bicycling for pleasure and practical reasons. 

Mr. Aaron said he bikes to school, around Temple 

University’s campus, and to the grocery store because 
it’s fun and great exercise. He likes that when he’s on 
the bike, he doesn’t have to spend time looking for a 
parking spot. 

 He’s usually biking alone, he said, because he’s 
using his bike as transportation.  

When he is biking for fun, he said he prefers bike 

trails. One time, he went to Jim Thorpe, a town in the 

Earth asks, “When will they find a vaccination for humans?” 

(Please see Bicycling on Page 2) 
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What’s climate change?  
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Poconos, where he and his wife rented bikes and rode 

on a beautiful trail that took them through the town 

where she is from. 

Mr. Aaron said bikes have several advantages 

over cars. Bikes don’t cost as much as cars and the 
repairs are much easier. You don’t have to pay for 
parking and you can sometimes get to places in the 

same amount of time as if you were taking a car. 

 There are downsides to biking, too, he said. If the 

weather is bad or you’re sick, you might not want to 
bike. Also, if it’s cold out, biking can make your ears 
hurt from the cold. 

Ms. Anna, the music teacher, also said she rides 

her bike to work and for fun. Her favorite place to 

bike is on Martin Luther King Drive. She chooses to 

other dogs, she said. 

Walking makes  Ms. Kristina feel good and ener-

gized, she said. In addition to the physical health 

benefits of walking, Ms. Kristina said, she also walks 

for mental health benefits.  

“I think everyone should walk to help get their 
thoughts out. Walking is a good way to get refreshed 

after a long day!” Ms. Kristina said.  
 

—By Third-grade Healthy Owl Times staff 

(Continued from Page 1) 

Why Ms. Kristina enjoys taking a walk 

Illustration by Healthy Owl Times fifth-grade reporter 

Bicycling is good for the Earth and you! 

Ms. Kristina Lindo, a third-grade teacher, said 

walking is an easy way for her to get exercise. 

She said she likes to listen to podcasts while she 

walks. Ms. Kristina walks about three to four times 

per week, for about 30 to 45 minutes at a time.  

Ms. Kristina said she usually walks by herself, 

but she likes to call her friends or family to talk with 

while she walks. Ms. Kristina enjoys walking in her 

neighborhood.  

She said she enjoys walking at dog parks because 

she doesn’t have her own dog. She likes to watch 

The illustration says, “Walking instead of driving is good. It keeps you stay active. It also keeps your heart healthy.” The red car 

says, “I don’t think we should be driving.” The other car says, “I think walking is better for our air because we are letting out 

black air … and it is bad for people.” 

ride her bike because it’s faster to ride her bike than 
drive a car and it’s also good exercise. She bikes every 
day and once went for a 40-mile bike ride, she said. 

Her typical bike ride is about 12 miles. 

There are a lot of good reasons to choose to bike 

instead of driving a car. Do you have any experience 

biking or have good places to recommend for safe and 

enjoyable bike rides? If so, let Ms. Kelly know and 

maybe you will be published in a future issue of the 

Healthy Owl Times. 

—By Fifth-grade Healthy Owl Times staff 

* * * 

Did you know?  Health experts says kids should 

get 60-minutes of exercise every day. Biking and 

walking are two activities that can help kids reach 

that goal.  
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thing you really love to do. For instance, you can go 

for a run, read, listen to music, or practice positive 

self-talk.  

 

Question: Is there anything you would like to 

add? 

Ms. Ashley: Do you have someone you can trust? 

That’s the biggest thing. I always want kids to know 
they have someone they can trust. You should know 

who that person is.  

What is anxiety? 

What should you do 

if you experience it? 
Editor’s Note: Third-grade Healthy Owl Times report-

ers recently interviewed Ms. Ashley Fernandez, In-

quiry’s Family Support Specialist, about anxiety and 
what to do when you are experiencing anxiety. Ms. 

Ashley’s comments have been lightly edited. 
 

Question: What is anxiety?  

Ms. Ashley: Anxiety is a feeling you have inside that 

you are worried about the future. Your heart might 

start racing. Your face could become warm and hot. 

You may perspire and sweat. There might be churn-

ing in your stomach or you could have a stomach 

ache. Your breathing could become slow and shallow 

or quick and racing. Your brain can have racing 

thoughts and it might feel like your thoughts are all 

over the place.  

 

Question: What are the causes of anxiety? 

Ms. Ashley: There are many causes. You could have 

something important coming up. You might have ex-

perienced a traumatic situation such as a car         

accident or an injury to a family member. Those types 

of situations can cause you to be worried or scared. 

Sometimes it can also be a big change such as moving 

to a new house or school. 

 

Question: Is it normal to have anxiety? Why or 

why not? 

Ms. Ashley: It is normal to feel anxious. Anxiety is 

when that anxious feeling starts to happen frequently 

and you’re struggling with it. Some anxiety is okay. 
When anxiety is happening a lot, that’s when you 
should talk to a parent, talk to a doctor, or talk to Ms. 

Asia Bey, Student Success Coordinator, or me.  

 

Question: What should you do if you are          

anxious about something? 

Ms. Ashley: Talk to someone you trust. That could be 

a parent, teacher, or maybe a friend, if they’re 18 or 
older. Concerns should be addressed with adults so 

we can help you.  

 

Question: What can kids do to help themselves 

if they are feeling anxious? 

Ms. Ashley: Take deep breaths, pause what you’re 
doing, remove yourself from other people, do some-

Climate change can cause anxiety 
Climate change is causing problems. It’s harming air 

quality. It’s making the Earth hotter. It is also causing some 
people to be fearful about the future. They feel anxious.  

Eco-anxiety “is a term that is being used to describe 
emotions” people are feeling about climate change,           
according to National Geographic magazine.  

 Even small actions to fight climate change can help 

someone feeling anxious. For example, turn off lights when 

you are not in a room or walk or bike when you can. 

Illustration by Healthy Owl Times third-grade reporter 
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How to help the planet and people 
Editor’s note: Healthy Owl Times report-

ers considered special times outdoors 

and ways to take care of nature, other 

people, and themselves. 

 

A memorable bike ride 
When I was 5 or 6, I went biking 

with my sister and my 

grandmom. We went 

around the block to a 

vacant parking lot and 

my sister and I went in 

circles in the parking 

lot.  

   My sister and I rode 

through the puddles. I 

had a lot of fun and saw ducks, trees, 

and cars. I saw a Pop-Tart on the street 

and touched a duck even though I         

wasn’t supposed to. It was memorable 
because I was with my sister and I love her. I wish I 

could ride my bike every day because I love it.                      

                                          —Mackenzie, 5th grade 

 

How you can make a difference 
I would not litter because littering is bad for the 

environment.                                   —Riley, 3rd grade 

 

I will clean up the ocean and plant more trees 

and give people free food. I love helping people.               

—Koland, 3rd grade 

 

More ideas from third-grade reporters 

One thing I would do to make the world a health-

ier place is organize a fundraiser for people who want 

to help pick up trash and help animals.  

 

People should walk to sleep better, be in a better 

mood, improve their heart health, build muscles, and 

help the air get cleaner.                      

  

I would make a hospital for people who are sick, 

hurt, or need help. I will also make a trash clean-up 

group so the city can be cleaner. I would put more 

trash cans on the sidewalks so people can throw their 

trash away.  

 

I would be a teacher and teach the kids to eat 

food like apples. 

Why you should walk 

Ideas from fifth-grade reporters 

People should walk instead of drive for exercise, 

good sleep, and to build muscles. 

 

People should walk instead of drive to get a 

breath of fresh air, to get your mind off of things, and 

to get some exercise. 

 

People should consider walking because when 

you’re driving it makes carbon dioxide and that's bad 
for the environment. When you’re walking you build 
muscles and you can stay active. 

 

Should people consider walking instead of driv-

ing? Yes, because the car engine lets out black air and 

it does not keep our air clean. Walking keeps the 

heart healthy and helps you stay active.  

 

People should consider walking instead of driving 

because walking can put you in a better mood, help 

you sleep better, and build your muscles. Driving can 

put you in a cranky mood and make you upset.  

 

People should consider walking over driving       

because walking is healthy for you and you don't have 

to pay for gas, wasting your money for no reason. 

Illustration by Symone McCafferty 


